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Advancement
Verse 1
All attractive supreme tactics are utilized./ And eventually mastered… 
and realized!/ On the corner spittin photons!/ Grain of rice tracking 
device./ Satellite’s intercept rhymes./ Mass transporations… 
teleportation!/ Throw verses with eternal coordination./ Wiz pass 
NASA spaceships!/ Computer chips… up inside the rubber grips of 
lasers!/ X-rays without the strip search!/ Still in research!/ Discoverin… 
new elements!/ Finally addressin the… elephant… inside the room!/ 
Crafts hoverin… off of hydrogen and nuclear fuel!/ Transcendin… 
duality vision!/ Wholistic, universal mathematicians!/ Everything’s a 
vibration, darkness almost endin!/ The Sun is revealed!/ Second comin ta 
build!/ With evangelist, atheist, and scientist, admirin bliss!/ Righteous 
requirements!/ The tyrant is… almost, ancient history!/ We can use 
him as compost… growth instantly!/ Also… we can hear the choir 
chantin… intergalactic!/ Travel through the cosmos to higher planets!/ 
For a vacation… amazement!/ Meetin different species, entities, and 
new races!/ New atmospheres!/ Inhale and exhale… life’s a thousand 
earth years!/ Still hell!/ Network gear!/ The kingdom is here!/ Media 
communications virtual reality./ Telepathy!/ Brain cellys!/ Like Quatto!/ 
Humans mutating!/ What’s the odds like Lotto… / to join who made me?/ 
Terminating biological reprogramming!/ 

Chorus
Advancin taking no chances!/ That’s a law unrecognized… let’s expand 
this… / better understandin!/ Leavin you stranded!/ So you all get left 
behind… by advancement!

Verse 2
Post-traumatic stress syndrome becomes post-ecstatic!/ Now pure 
service is automatic like drones!/ The globe… predicted to explode!/ 
Like Skynet!/ Metallic bones… high-tech satanic mindsets./ Super sex!/ 
Tantric trances is common practice!/ Steps to the everlastin… bypassin 
passion!/ Fashion in the immortal vessel!/ Artificial intelligence… like 
Johnny 5 some are disassembled!/ Bricks are bars of gold, bar codes, 
unknown cash!/ All credits… harum scarum, you can pass!/ Moonbases!/ 
Baldheaded like Sigourney Weaver./ Truth seekers… like excavations 
goin deeper!/ Either proper procedure or illegal search and seizure!/ By 
law enforcement or Feds./ A real life Judge Dred!/ Eyes blood red, blue 
beams, movin portraits!/ Mechanical obstacles… nature ran its courses!/ 
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Heaven’s office!/ CEO… Halo!/ Extraterrestrial!/ Professionals!/ Info 
superior… like the Predator!/ Competitors!/ Self identity dissolves like an 
Alka-Seltzer!/ As humanity evolves Mr. President’s a military man!/ Fights 
in his own wars with comrades and cyborgs!/ Hope we can find the lord 
in due time!/ Movin through an illusion… it’s similar to Tron!/ Freeze 
time!/ Usin cryogenics!/ Climb like Jacob’s Ladder!/ Beyond matter and 
quantum physics… space bendin!/ Saints… clickin on your light within!/ 
God’s electricians!/ In opposition to demonic assistants!

Chorus
Advancin taking no chances!/ That’s a law unrecognized… let’s expand 
this!/ Better understandin, leavin you stranded!/ So you all get left 
behind… by advancement!

Verse 3
Holy Legislators./ Councils, judges, and mayors… / convey to us data 
directly from the creator./ Just another day of recognition… spiritual 
cities!/ Submitting to the one before the beginning!/ No one in their right 
mind is risking…/ their well-being!/ For anything outside of the All-
Seeing!/ In all places!/ Simultaneous occupation!/ No more grieving… 
transformation!/ Sound incarnations awaken!/ Like stimulation by 
the voice!/ For populations of androids!/ Calculations… by ethereals!/ 
Passed down to Homo sapiens… for a clearer view!/ Not mistaken for 
magnitude!/ Dialogue resumes between gods and men!/ The doctrines 
and laws begin!/ Written with divine pens/ Faster than the speed of wind 
and mind!/ Locomotive!/ Master and disciple like… Luke and Yoda!/ 
Authentic archdiocese reachin their quota!/ Pyramids on Mars!/ Solar 
ancestors being reborn!/ Fallen souls… the world reforms!/ Goin in… 
to a metamorphosis!/ Cities turn desert!/ Atomic missiles battle the 
feather!/ Christ!/ Remember me in paradise!/ The reservoir of pleasure!/ 
Hologram…/ my will before the afterlife!


